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Introduction 
in this paper, we study lattices composed of all equational theories of 
algebras that have a given type. (We assume throughout that all funda- 
mental operations of each type are of finite rank.) For each type 19, the 
lattice of theories hall be denoted by 2~0" The principal aim of the pa- 
pel ~ is to prove the following theorem (which has been announced on 
page 286 of [ i 21 ). 
Theorem I. L:'t p and p' be two nonenq)ty O'pes. The lattices '.~ p and 
-r~ . are isomorphic iJl attd only (11 the types 19 and p' admit equally 
many fundamental  operations o f  each rank. 
In proving this theorem, we construct a system of formulas 0,7 (x) 
(which are correlated with the members n of ~ = (0, 1, 2 .... }, and which 
belong to the elementary first-order language of lattices). Our theorem 
is an obvious consequence of th~ following statement, which these for- 
mulas satisfy: For each nonempty type/9, and for each n~ co, the funda- 
mental operations of rank n admitted by/9 correspond one-to-one, in a 
canonical fashion, to the theories 'l' satisfying 0,7 (T) in Up. 
The above-mentioned construct on is based on the study of a certain 
relation between two elements of ,. lattice, called hereditary covering. 
1) Rese~,rch supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number GP-7578. 
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This relation is somewhat stronger than the usual covering relation ina 
lattice. IThe definition of this relation occurs in §2, whereas §0 and 
§ i arc introductory: the proof of Theorem l is concluded in §6.) 
,n §7, we "~btain a strong result which concerns two types whose 
associated lattices of theories are elementarily equivalent (in the sense of 
Ta rsk i ). 
In §8 and §c~ we obtain some results which concern definable mem- 
bers in lattices of theories. The following main theorem typifies the re- 
suits obtained. 
Theorem 2. I71c eqttatie)nal theory oJlattices is a ftrst-order d¢Jinahle 
member in/he lattice o./eqteational theories with two bi,arv ~)pcrations. 
Our proofs of the above-mentioned results have led us to colliecture 
that every finitely based equational theory, which is fixed by each auto- 
morphism of the lattice 7~, to which it belongs, is definable in this lat- 
tice by some first-order formula. The truth of this conjecture has been 
verified for the following theories (which are definable): ( 1 ) the equa- 
tional theory of semigroups l i.e., of the variety of all semigroupsl ; like- 
wise, the equational theories of (2) commutative groupoids: (3) commu. 
tative semigroups: (4~ distributive lattices (it follows easily from Theo- 
rem 2):(5) Boolean algebras:(6) groups, treated as algebras with funda- 
.inen~al t;i~erations of multiplication, inversion, and the unit element (a 
ntdlary operation). To keep the paper at a decent length, only the argu- 
menes for (I), (2), (3) and Theorem 2 are !~iven here. 
A~parently, no previously published work has been addressed to the 
problem solved by Th,:orem 1 2). ltowever, some related work has been 
published. 
W. l lanf, in 151, discusses the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of sentences 
of a first-order language. The lattice of first-order theories which are de- 
fined in the language is isomorphic to the lattice of filters of the Linden- 
baum-Tarski algebra, ttanf proves, among other things, a result which 
makes an interesting contrast o Theorem I: Two lattices of first-order 
2) All ied Tar,ki introduced rle to this problem, of whether any two lattices of equational theo- 
ries c~;rrelated with essentially diffe.:ent ypes are isomorphic. I am g~,lteful to him for sug- 
gesting (when he had seen the proof of Theorem 1) that l'heorem 2 might be true. 
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theories are isomorphic provided only that their languages possess, 
altogether, a finite number of operation and relation symbols, and that 
each language admits a symbol whose rank exceeds one. 
W. Neumann, in I 10], proves for categories of algebras the result 
analogous to Theorem 1. Let Kp be the category whose obje::ts are all 
algebras of type p, and whose maps are all homomorphisms between 
such algebras N~:umann proves that two categories K~, and K o, are iso- 
morphic if ant, only if p and P' are essentially identical (as in Theorem 1). 
He does not assume that the types are finitary (operations having an ar- 
bitrary infinite rank are admitted). 
In the finitary case, Neumann's result can be easily inferred from 
Theorem 1. We recall that the lattice 2~o is dual-isomorphic with the 
lattice of equational classes (or varieties) of algebras of type p. By a 
well-known theorem of G. Birkhoff, the equational classes can be char- 
acterized as those nonvoid classes of subjects in K~ that are closer under 
the formation of images, products and subobjects. Thus the lattice of 
equational theories can be easily recovered from the abstract categorical 
Ctructure of K~,. IO,1 the other hand, we have found no way to irfer 
Theorem 1 directly from Neumann's resultl. 
Neumann was motivated by the paper of Z. Hedrlfn and A. Pultr 16], 
where it is shown that even if two types p a~ld p' are essentially different 
(and not necessarily finitaryL K~, and K~,, are still embeddable as full 
subcategories of one another, so long as p m~d p' are not too small. 
At the end of this papex an appendix is il~cluded, which discusses 
analogues of our definability results that apply to categories of algebras. 
Following this appendix, some unresolved problems and conjectures are 
listed. 
O. Equational logic 
Since no system of notation has been universally ac "eptzd in this do- 
main, we feel compelled to explain ours. The basic ref, rence for ally con- 
cepts not defined here is Tarski [12]. 
An equational language is determined by a similarity type, that is, by 
a function p whose values are non-negative integers. The domain of p 
will be denoted 0y O(p), and its member will be called operation symbols. 
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The rank of an operation B is the integer p(B). Thus the operation sym- 
bols admitted by a given type are classified acct, rding to their rank; 
= U Ok(p) ,  O(p) k~,~ 
where 0/,. (O) is the set of all k-ary (of  rank k) symbols admitted by P. 
If k = 0, !, or 2 we customari ly speak of a nullary, ttnarv, or binar.v 
symbol, respectively. 
in addition to the operation symbols, which depend upon the type, 
all equational languages share certain fixed symbols in common:  an 
equ,dity symbol  -~ ; a denumerable set of symbols u 0 , o I , o 2 . . . .  called 
variables (The operation symbols prowded by a type are assumed to be 
distinct from these fixed 3ymbols.) We denote arbitrary variables by 
x, y. z, .x z . Y i '  z l ..... etc. 
We n3w wish to define several concepts that make reference to a par- 
ti¢:ular type. In later discussion, if no confusion can arise, the prefixes 
ard subscripts used to denote the type .,viii be omitted. 
A o-algebra (or algebra of type p) is z, universal algebra of the form 
~[ = ,~A, B ''1 (Be  O(p) ) ) ,  
in which B "1 is a p(B)-ary operation on A, for each Be  O(p). The (non- 
void) set A is called the universe of the algebra. 
An important p-algebra is the fre.., algebra 5 o = <f'o' B ~ (B ~ O(p))). 
l'he elements of t~,  called p-terms, are certain finite sequences of sym- 
bols. (We identify each wiriable v, with the sequence of length one 
(v n ).) In fact,/~, is tile smallest set of sequences t'hat contains the vari- 
ables and is closed under each operation 
B r~ ( o0 .... ' ok - l ) = ( B)'% ... "o k _ 1 ; 
where k = o(B) and " ' "  c!enotes juxtaposit ion of sequences. We shall 
represent the p-term B '~ (o0, ..., o k_ j ), where o~, ..., o k_ l 6/;o, by 
B°o ..- °k -I for short. 
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By an equation is meant a sequence of the form o ~ r where o , r~/~. .  
By an equational theory (of  type p) is meant a set of  equations that con- 
stitutes, if we think of equations as ordered pairs of terms, a congruence 
relation on the free algebra ~p which is invariant under each substitu- 
tion - that is, under each endomorphism of ;3~,. [We recall that every 
mapping of  the set of  variables into the set b'p extends tmiquely to a 
substitution; hence the meaning of  our definition should be clear]. 
By 2~, = (Lp. +, ,, we shall denote the lattice oJ'equational theories 
of type P. Thus, L o is the set of all theories as defined above; the meet 
T .T '  of two theories is identical with their intersection" and the relation 
T<_ T' holds in 2~ if and only' i fT  is a subset ofT ' .  t:ol later use, we 
recall that an equation o ~ r belongs to T + T' if and only if there 
exist~ a finite sequer:ce of terms o = 70, 71 .... ,~2,~ = r, -~o that 
"r_~,,., ~ 72k+ I lies in T and 3'2~ ~-I ~ ")'2k+2 lies in T', for each k < n. 
The least and the greatest elements of a lattice of theories will always 
be denoted, respectively, by Ip and f2~,. Tht, s 
I :~o~olo~/-" o 
and 
$2 = ! o~r lo ,  rE l"o}.  p 
i~arentheticaily, we note a trivial consequence c ,he preceding defi- 
nitions: If two types P and ,o' do not differ esscnti~: ly - to bc exact, if 
for each k c_: w these types admit the same number I 3a.(p~l of k-ary 
operatio~ symbols then tl ere exists an isomorphis:-~ between ~~, and 
~,  which determines an isomorl~hism between 2~p nd '2~,,. This is 
the easy hali o f rhcorem i. 
Let Z be a set of equations wilh a given type p, and let ,~[ be a p- 
algebra. By O~, ?[, and by O~, I'£1, we respectively denote the set of ~1 ~, 
valid equations of P[, and the set 91 all equations which are derivahle 
from Z (together witl; the equation oCj ~ u 0) by repeated applications 
of substitution and reolacement of equals by equals. (We assume that 
the precise meaning, ia this context, of the italicized words above is 
understood.) 
A well-known theorem, due to G.Birkhoff, implies that each of the 
tbllowing is a necessary aqd sufficient condit ion for a set 1-' to be an 
equational thc~ry" r :-- o o [ ~1 ; r = op ~ for some p-algebra ~)I" 
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I" = O.  12] for some set ~2. : fa  set 22 satisfies the third condi t ion,  then 
we say that 22 generates I', or that 22 is a base for F. A theory is called 
.[hiitel.r based if it possesses a finite base. Two equat ions are called 
logicall) equirale~tt if they each const i tute  a base for the same theory.  
We finally close this sec; ion by introducing s¢me useful concept~ 
which refer to terms. A fixed, but arbitrary, typ." p is presupposed in
the following. 
Definit ion O.O. Let o be a term. The variable .S'Ul~l)ort of o is the set 
V(o) o f  all variables which appear in o: the.luHctioH SUlV)ort of O is the 
set F(o) o f  all operat ion symbols  which appear in o: the h'Jtg~h of  o is 
the total number  I (o) ofapp,;arm~ces of  operat ion symbols  in o. 
A s,~lhslitutioH ills/alice of a term o is any term of  the forth J (o) ,  
where J i s  a subst i tut ion,  k,:t us write o = ofx.) ' . . . .  ) to indicate that 
V (o )  c_ {x. .r, ... }. Then the expression o(7"0,7"1 .... ~ will denote  a certain 
subst i tut ion instance of o. obta ined by applying any subst i tut ion that 
satisfi~:sJlx) = r~../(.1'I = r I .... (When using this notat ion,  we always 
assume tha: x. r . . . .  are dist inct variables.) 
Definit ion 0.1. Let o and r be terms. We write o ~ 7 if sore ~, subst i tut ion 
instance of  o occurs as a subterm in r. Wewr i teo~r i fboO~o ~7"and 
7" -~ O.  
The binary relation just def ined is both reflexive and transitive; 
therefore, it induces a partial order,ng on the set/.~/-=- of  equivalence 
classes of  terms. In this ordering, the set of  variables is the largest mem- 
ber o f / :  0/~--: if x is a v:lriable and if o E/.~,, the11 x - o. The next largest 
members  ('~he maxima~ members)  are represented by all terms of  the 
sort Bx o ... x k t, formed by applying an operat ion symbol  to a sequence 
of  distinct variables. Some further obvious facts should be noted. 
JI~nnna O. 2. Let o altd r be terms, aJ~d let f he a .~ubstituliolt. 
(!) I.fo ~r, the~/ (o lC l ( r )a JMF(o)  c _ F'(T); 
(2) I(o) =/ ( J (o ) )  ~f.ff map.~ V(o) into the set oJ variubles. 
(3) o ~- .f(o) ~/f J maps V(o) one-to-oiJ.e into !he set oJ' variak'lc's; 
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(4) o ~- r i l l /here  exists an automoqHtLs'm g o j  ,~~ satisl)'ing 
g(o) = r; 
(5) i f o  ~ r. then F(o) = F(r). I(o) = I(r), and V(o)and  Vtr )  have 
the same cardinalit.v. 
(6) tile set oJ 'equivah'nce .'ktsses y /~.  where 3/ . r. is.finite. 
1. The first-order language of '~;, 
Light-face type will be used to distinguish printed expressions that 
denote symbols  and formulas belonging to the first-order language of  
lattices. The so-called logical symbols  of  this language are V, q, - ,  *--~, 
v, ^ , --1 and =. and variables x, y, z . . . . .  intended to range over the ele- 
ments of  a lattice. The non-logical symbols  are +. -. <_. < and since 
we deal with bounded lattices - two constants 0 and 1 for referring to 
the least and greatest e lements of  a lattice. The formulas of  this language 
are specif ied b3, the usual format ion rules common to f irst-order languages. 
Given a lattice ~,  the solut ion set in ')3 of  a formula A with one free 
variable will be denoted  as A( 2"~ ); it is the set o f  all e lements  of  the lat- 
tice which satisfy the formula. The solut ion set o f  a formala that has n 
free variables is def ined, in the obvious way. as a set o f  n-tuples of  ele- 
ments  of  the lattice. A set S (of  n-tu :qes) is called (first-order) deJhtable 
in '.B if it is the solut ion set in '-B of  some first-order formula. An e lement  
a~ '-B is called definable if {a}is a definable set. 
We shall need the fact that "fS 0 . . . .  S,, are definable sets in a lattice 
~.  and it" a set S is definable relative to S o ..... S,, - that if, if S is defi- 
nable in ~ modu lo  an extended language whose addit ional predicates 
P~; .... , P,,, denote S o ..... S m - then 5 is definable. 
2. Hereditary covering; a few properties of ~,~ 
Def in i t ion 2.0( I ) x< y - df x < y A Vw o (- ix < w e v --lw o < y): we say 
that y covers ×. 
(2) x .<y-c l  f x<y^Vw 1 (x .w ! <y-w I -* x .w l -< y -wt ) :y  cm,ers x 
hereditarily. 
(3) I ND(x,  Y) -- at" VWo (x <- w o -(x + y) + y -* x -< w o ); x is i ndependent  
of  y. 
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Lemma 2. I. ( 1 )/ .fa -< b and i f  a 'c  < b .c, then a "c -~b .c. 
(2) l/'a ~ b, ~f c + d <_ b, and if  IND (c, d ), then either c <- a or d <_ a. 
Proof. This lemma is valid in every lattice. The truth of statement ( I ) is 
obvious from the definition. Now suppose that the premises of statement 
(2) are satisfied by four members in a lattice. Suppose also that c ~ a. 
Then c~ ao(c+d)+d,  by 2.0.3; therefore 
a. (c  +d)<_a . (c+d)  + d< c+d = b ' (c+d ,. 
Then by 2.0.1 and 2.0.2, since a-~b we have 
a. (c  +d) = a . (c+d)  + d. 
Thus d ._< a as desired. 
We siw.ll take a close look at the relation of heredftary covering in a 
lattice of theories, in the sections to follow. The secured st~tement of 
the above lemma will be a useful tool. We shall see t!lat the transitive 
c!osure of-< in a lattice 2~p bears a close ,:onnection, as yet not fully 
under:,tood, with the partial order indLced by -~ on the factor set 
I'~/', ~,;ee Definition 0. I ). 
The problem to find a full intrinsic characterization f the lattices 
'~o rod of all their isomorphic images has naturally received attention. 
See for instance [4, Problem 32] or [ 12, page 286]. Tarski in [12] 
stated several known properties possessed 0y each of these lattices: 
E~ch lattice ~o is complete and compactly generated, its compact ele- 
ments being the finitely based theories; its greatest element is compact, 
hence each proper element can be extended to a maximal proper element 
(equationally complete theory); the lattice has minimal elements if and 
only if O(p ) = Oo (P ). 
Probably, the set of compact members of ~o is not a first-order defin- 
able set. Nevertheless, it will be useful to known a significant subset of 
this set which is definable. 
Definit ion 2.2. ( l )  J l (x)  - dr 0< X AVU,  V(U +V = X--* U=XVV=X) ;  we 
say x is join-i~decomposable 
(2) SJl(x) -- af 3u Vv(v< x *---,- v<_ u); we say x is strongly join-inde- 
compc, sab!e. 
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Tarski calls a theory ® essentially one-based if every set ~, which is a 
base for ®, contain,; an equation e such that (e)is a base for O. We see 
that the essentially one-based theories of type P are precisely the strongly 
join-indecomposable m mbers of ~.~,. These theories are compact mem- 
bers in the lattice. In an arbitrary lattice ~, one has SJ I (~)  ~ Jl(k~); in 
a lattice '..~p, these two definable sels coincide (see Corollary 2.4 below). 
in conclusion of this section, we prove a theorem which seems intrin- 
sically interesting. The theorem itself will not be needed later, but the 
definition and the lemma which constitute its proof will be used often. 
Theorem 2.3 .  Let p be any type. Suppose tl?at T E L ° and that I o < T. 
There exist, .lor some k ~ co, thec,ies T o ..... T k such that 
T k ~T~.. I <~Tk-2 ~-.- '< J'o "<T. 
Corollary 2.4. Let p be an), type and let T ~_ Lp. T is ]oin-indecomposable 
in '2~ o if and only if it is strongly join-indecomposable (or essentially one- 
based). 
The inference from the above theorem, to prove the corollary, is 
completely trivial. To begin proving the theorem, we recall Definition 
0.1" given a type p and a p-terra 3', we put 
S(7)  = (o~F l i fo  "7, theno~-3'}. 
Definition 2.5 Given 3" ~ F¢, we define three members of ~p 
(i) ~(-,') = {o ~ rio = 7v o,r~-S(3,)} ; 
(ii, A(y)= {o~r lo='v (o~r~- ' r^V(o)=V(r ) '} .  
v (-Io ~ 3, A -It -~ 7) 
(iii) A'(3") = {o  ~ r io  = rv  ( - lo  - ,  ~ A - I t  ~ y )} .  
Lemma 2.6. Let ~ be a p-term. Thor ~2(3"), A(3"),A'(3, ~ E L °" Further- 
more, if p admits either a non.nullary operation symbol, or ~t least two 
mdlar.v symbols, then." 
( 1 ) A(3") .< ~2(y) in '~o" 
(2 ) / fOe  L, and 0<_ A(3,), then the interval O/O.A'(3") it; ~o is 
/hlite: 
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(3) t / '® ~: L o and 0"A'(7)-< 0_< A(3"), then O.A'(3") -<¢9. 
Proof.  T,~ verify that each of  the sets is an equat ional  theory,  the reader  
may sl'-ow that  it is c losed under  subst i tu t ion  and rep lacement .  This  is a 
trivial but  t,~dious task. 
To ver:,fy 2.6.1, suppose  that  p fulfi l ls the stated hypothes is ,  and let 
3'~ h~. Two things must  be shown,  in view o f  2.0.2. First, we must  show 
that A(3,~ < ~2i~. ) This is true because the hypothes is  on p implies the 
existen,.'e o f  a term r so that  not  r - 3'; then the equat ion  r ~ 3" belongs 
to the relative d i f ference o f  the two  sets, ~2(3,)\A(3"). 
Second,  we must  show that  whenever  a theory  T is inc luded in ~Q (3') 
but  not  inc luded in A(-y,)~ then T covers T.A(3"). This is equ iva lent  o 
showing that for any two equat ions  e 0, e I ~ T\A~7),  we ha,,~ 
¢-"! ~ do [e0 ] "~ T 'A(3' ) .  Let two  such equat ions  bc given. Then  it fo l lows 
r'r:~m 2.5(i) and 2.5(ii) that  e i ther  the left or the right side o f  each o f  
c~ and e I is ~- 3'. Each of  these equat ions  is, therefore,  logically equiva- 
lent to an equat ion  whose left side is7.  Wi thout  losing general i ty,  we 
can clearly assume that  e 0 and e I have the form 7 ~ o0 and 3' ~- ~l- 
Now we have, by 2.5, that a t  ~ SI3") fo rk~ (0, 1}; and,  also, that  if 
o k -~ 3". then o k ~- 3' and V(o  k) 4= V(3'). Moreover,  o 0 ~ o I belongs to T 
since both  e o and e 1 do. 
f\/.s'e i .  o 0 ~ 3' mid V(o0)  ~ V(3'). By 0.2.5 we have V(o 0) ~ V(3"). 
Let x ~ V(o 0 ) \V(7) .  Let r be a term so that  not  7" -~ 3'. Subst i tu t ing  r 
for x it. e 0 w i thout  mov ing  any o :her  variables, we derive an equat ion  
s 
3' ~ cr 0 where not  o 0 -~- 3': this pu :s us in case 2. 
(~tse 2." Not  o o ~ 3". If also not  o I ~ 3", then ~r 0 ~. o I belongs to 
'I'-A(3') by 2.5(ii), and vce can de~'ive I f rom % and o 0 ~ o I by rcpla- 
t.,:ment, lhus obta in ing  that  e I ~ ,9p [e 0 ] + T -A(3 ' )  as desired. Cons ider  
the remain ing possibi l i ty.  Here o I ~ 7, whence  by 0.2.4 there exists a 
subst i tut ion  g which t rans forms 7 onto  o I . Now o~) ~ g(o o) belongs to 
A(7),  and it belongs to T since o~, ~ o I and o I ~ g(o o) do. (The latter  
equatior:  is der ived f rom e 0 by st :bst i tut ion.)  Since ej is immediate ly  
derivable f rom o 0 ~ g(o o), e 0, and o I -~ g(o o), we see that  the desired 
result fol lows. 
S ta tement  2.6.2 fo l lows easily f rom the observat ion that  if A(3').>_ ®, 
then ®\®.A ' (7 )  ~ A(3' ) \A ' (7) ,  and the latter set conta ins  only f initely 
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many logically inequivalent equations, in fact. every such equation has 
the form o ~ 7" where o ¢- r ¢- 3' and V(o) = V, r), and it is logically equi- 
valent to an equation 3' ~ g(3") where the substitution g merely permutes 
the variables appearing in 3'. Each theory T in the interval O-_A'(3") <_ T_<_ ® 
is uniquely determined by the set of  equatioT~s of the above type which 
belong to T; hence the number of theories in the interval is finite, as 
claimed. 
Statement 2.6.3 is proved as follows. A~sume that to.A'(3")~® _<_ A(3'). 
Let T be any theory satisfying T < _ O and TS~ A'(,,/), to show that T 
covers T.A'(3, ) = T.O.A'(3"). Let e o, e I E T\A'(3'). We know that e I is 
derivable from {e 0 } u A'(3"), in fact from {e 0 } W t0.A'(3"), because to 
covers to'A'(3"). However, it trivially lbllows from 2.5 that whenever an 
equation e~ A(3")\A'(3") is derived by one application of substi,~ution or 
replacement from two equations e', e" E A(3")\ (e}, then e', e" 6 A(3")\A'(3") 
also. Thus it follows that e I is derivable from e 0 alone; afort ior i ,  e I is 
derivable from {e0} ~_., T-A'(-y), which is the desired conclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. If the given type p admits at most a single nullary 
operation symbol, then the lattice "~'o is a 2-element lattice and the stated 
conclusion follows. Otherwise, we can apply Lemma 2.6. Let T be any 
member of ~o other than the least member. Then 
R(T)= (o~F 13r (o : / : r^o-~re  T)) p 
is a non-empty set of terms. By 0.2.6, we can pick a term 3"E R(T) so 
that whenever o~R(T)  and o --'-3" we have o ~ 3'. Then R(T)~ S(3"), and 
we infer from 2.5(i) that 
T<_ ~2(y): moreover T'~ A' (3"), 
since 7~ R(T). 
Now if T '¢,_ A(') ) then, by 2.1.1 and 2.6.1, 3' A(-y) <: T. We can put 
k = 0, T o = T "A(y) and are done. 
if, however, T ~ A(3,) then tb. interval 
T/T'~V i[?) = (OIT'4'(3")<~ O<~ T} 
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is finite (by 2.6.2) and has more than one element. This interval has a 
finite maximal chain 
T'-Y (')')'<Tk--l ~(Tk-2 < " "  <T0 -<T. 
B) 2.6.3, we have T.A"(-y) = 'rk. i oA'(y) ,< T k t" Thus we can put 
'1' k = T.A ' (7)  and again we arc done. The proof of "I'heorem 2.3 is 
complete. 
3. Recovering the similarity type. Case I: ~ p(B) >- 2 
B~: (3(o ) 
Our goal, loosely speaking, is to recover from the abstract structure 
of ~ the sequence of cardinal numbers < LO,(o)I: n E co) - that is, to o 
prove Thec.rem 1. 
To simp~,ify matters, we assum:~ througll {}3 and §4 that P is a simi- 
larity type that either includes an operation symbol whose rank exceeds 
1, or else includes at leas,, two operation symbols of  rank 1. The con- 
trary case will be discussed in {} 5. The separate treatment of these cases 
does not cause any difficulty; in fact, we shall see that the two cases are 
faithfully reflected by definable differences in the lattices of theories. 
Since ,o is regarded as fixed, all subscripts referring to the type will be 
omitted from our notation. 
Definition 3.0. Let B be an operation symbol, say B ~ On (P). We define 
the following theories (recall Definition 2.5) :  
(i) A(B) = A(Buc, ... Vn_.l ); 
(i i) A ' (B)  = A' (Bu  o ... u,,_l ): 
(iii) A= {o~r lo=rv( l (o l>OAl ( r )> 0)}; 
(ivl E = {o ~ r lV(o)  = V(r)}. 
It is clear that the theo:x.s A(B) correspond, in a one-to-one fashion, to 
the operation symbols admitted by p. Vie now begin a rather extended 
proof of the fact that for each ,, E o;, the set 
(A (C) ICE  0,, (p)} 
is definable in '~p by a first-order formula which is independent of p. 
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The following re.~ui :s show how the theories ~ and E, and the set 
{A(C)ICE O(p)}, can be defined. 
Theorem 3.1. Le, T c Lp. We have  
( I )  'l'-4S'2iJ.fT = Aor  T = E: 
(2) '1'-4 E i . rT  = A 'E ;  
(3) ' l ' 4A  ijj' T = A. E or T = A( ( ' ) Jb r  .,unte operation symbol  C. 
Corollary 3.2. Let T ~ L o. The,t T = A i f f  T -~ g2 and there exist at lea.st 
two theories which are corered lwreditaril.l' hv T. /il,:,) '[" = E tilt" T-<" 
altd T ~ A. 
Corollary 3.3. The/o l lu  witlg {'oJtditums are equivaAwt, .for any "1' ~ Lp . 
(i) T = A( ( ' ) . I ? -  some ("e  O(p), 
(ii) There exist theories ~ md ~1 st,'lz lhul "1'4 ~(~4 &'2, "1'~ %1 • 
and ~1 -4 ~. 
The "top" of  the -~ relation in '/~p is represented ill Figure !. It is not 
difficult to verily that the theories referred to by the figure are distinct, 
and that there are no inclusions between them, other than lhose indicated 
by the ascending lines in the figure. 
The two corollaries obviously fel low at once from the theorem. Let 
us begin the proof of  the theorem. 
£ 
.k 
,e,,,} Me' ,  ) ,5 (c" )  A.,'- 
l"ig. i 
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Proof of Theorem 3. I; the " i f"  parts. Taking 7 = x, a variable in Defini- 
tion 2.5, we see that $2(x) is identical with I2. the greatest e lement 
of ~p ." moreover, A(x) is identical with A (see 3.0(iii)). Therefore 
A-~ ~ follows by 2.6.1. We reserve a proof  of  E-~I2 for last; but assume 
for now that it has been proved. Multiplying the relation E ~ $2 by A, 
we get A .E  ~A by 2 . l . l  ; likewise, A -~ leads to A-E-,~ E. (It is clear 
that A. E < E.) Finally, taking 3' = Co O ... v h_ l in 2.5 (where C ~ O h (p)), 
we see that A = I2 (Co O ... ok_ 1 ) and infer that A(C) -<A, using 2.6.1 
and 3.0(i). 
Now to prove that E ~ [2. Clearly E < ~2. Suppose that O is a theory 
satisfying O-E  < O. Let e = o 0 ~ o I and 3" = r 0 ~ r I be any two equa- 
tions in COKE; to derive 3' from e and ®'E .  Since V(o 0) 4: V(o I ), from e 
we can derive by substitution either an equation of the form 
(1) o( 'b ,  v l )~O(Vo ,  V2), 
where V (o(v 0, v I )) = {%, v I } ; or else an equation of the form 
(2) O(Vo)~- o(vl  ), 
where v 0 actually occurs in o(v o). Moreover, 3' is logically equivalent o 
three equations of O, one e f  which belongs to ®- E, while the other two 
have the form 
(3) T(Xl ..... xk' YO ...... VI ) "~ r(Xl ..... Xk' ZO ..... Zl )" 
In case we have (2), the equation 
r (x l  . . . . .  xk '  Y® .. . . .  Yl ) "~ r (x i  . . . . .  xk,  ° (Yo) ,  " ' ,  ° (Yt  )) 
belongs to ®. E and (3) can be derived from this and (2). In case we 
have ( I ), the equations 
T(Xl . . . . .  Xh" YO .... "Yl ) ~" T(Xl . . . . .  Xh' O(Yo' YO )' " '  ° (Y r  Yl)), 
T(X l . . . . .  x h , o (Y  o , z o ), ..., a (Y  l, Zl )) ~- 
T(Xl  . . . . .  Xh' O(Zo' YO)' ""' O(Zl' Yl )) 
belong to ®. E and (3) can be derived from these equations and (1). 
Thus we have shown that ®'E  -< ®. 
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The proofs of  the "only if" parts of Theorem 3.1 are more difficult; 
before giving them we first formulate some more definitions and lemmas. 
Definit ion 3.4. Let Po and F l be sets of  equations. Fo is said to be 
independent of F l , in symbols IND(F o . F 1 ), i f /ND(O[F  01, O [P l ] ) 
holds in ~p (consult Definit ion 2.0.3). If {70}is independent of (Yl }, 
then we say that 3'0 is independent o fT l .  
l .emma 3.5. Assume that T o, T l ~Lp and that P o to P ig  q i. I f  
T O "~ T l and IND(V o, Pl ) then either f~o c__ To or Pl c_ To . 
Proof. By 2.1.2 and 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. ( I ) Assume that for  some k e w, 
and 
['o c_ E c~ {o ~ rl l(o) = l(r) = k} 
Fl C_ {o ~ rl l(a) > k ^ l(r) > k}. 
Then IND(F o , I" l ). 
(2) Assume that for  some B e O(o), 
and 
poc__ Ec, {a~ r !B~ F(a)  UF(r )}  
F 1 g- {o~- r lBe  F(o)n  F(r ) ) .  
Tl~en IND(F o , P 1 ). 
(3) Let T o, T l e Lp. A sufficient condition for  IND(T o , T ! )is that 
T O be generated b), some set F such that whenever a ~ 3' e P, o ~ 3" e To, 
and y' ~ 7" e q l ,  then 7' = 9/". 
Proof. To prove 3.6.3, suppose thal F, l' 0 and T 1 satisfy the hypothesis. 
Suppose that Oe  Lp and that ®-(T 0 + T l )+ T l >_ T o. We must prove 
that O >_ T O ; or what is equivalent, that ® 3_ P. Let a ~ 3' e P. 
We claim: if r is a term such that o ~ re  T O + T l ,  then a ~ re  T o. 
To prove this, let a ~ r be' .rag zo T O + T l • Choose a finite sequence 
O = 7";, "/'1, "" ,  "r2k = "r SO that 1"2n ~ "/'2n+l lies in T O ard  "/ '2n+l ~ ~'2n+2 
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lies in '1~ for each integer  n < k .  Wi th  the help o f  the basic hypothes is  
and the assumpt ion  that  o ~ 3'~ I', an induct ive proo f  can be given to 
show that o -~ r~ '1'~ for each / <_ 2k: whence  o ~ r~ '1'0 as desired. 
Using the assumpt ion  that  (9-('1' 0 +T~ ) + T:  >_ '1'0, we now choose  a 
sequence o = 3,0,3,~ ,...,3'2,, = 3' so that 3,2t ~ 3'2t+~ lies in (9 . (To  +T~ ) 
and 3'2;+~ ~ 3"21+~. lies in "F I , for each / < n. By the claim demonst ra ted  
above, a ~ 7~ ~ ( ' ) 'T0.  This impl ies that 3'u = 3'2, by the basic hypothe-  
sis; thus o ~ 3,3 ~ ®' (To  +'i'~ ). Tlais a rgument  can be repeated to show 
that a ~ %, ~ ®.T~) for each m <_ 2n. Thus  o ~ 3' ~ -6), as was to be shown. 
The s ta tements  3.6.1 anu 3.6.2 fo l low f rom 3.6.3 and 3.4, upon  tak- 
ing in each case r = I" o, T o = ®l l ' ( ) ] ,  and "i'~ = ®11~ ] "it is not  d i f f icul t  
to see that the suf f ic ient  cond i t ion  in 3.6.3 will be satisfied. 
Def in i t ion 3.7. For  each n~ co we put  
A ~''~= {o-~r la=rv( l (a )>;~^l (7" ) :> l t ) ) .  
Lemma 3.8. l, el T < T' u'lw:'~, T. T'  ¢:/,;,. ~,;nd ;el n -c m. 77wn 
(T  +A ( ' ' ) ) 'T '  : T +A ( ' ) -T ' .  
Proof.  ( ' icarly t;le latt ice e lement  T+A ~''~.T' is inc luded in the e lement  
('T + A ~'~ ) .T ' ,  if" T <_ T'. Conservely ,  st lppose that T _<_ T' and that  
e~s (T +A( ' ) ) . '1" ;  say e = a() -~ o I . Le t  oq~ = T~), 3,1 ..... T2k = al be a 
f inite sequence o f  terms sat is fy ing T2t ~" T_~;+I -c: T and 3,2t+1 ~ 3,2i+2 ~ A°r" 
for each 1 < k. if  for each integcr m "( 2k we h~we/(7,,~ ) < n then by 3.7, 
3,,,t+ i = 7_~i~2 for each 1 < k, and it fo l lows that e~- T, lbrc ing 
ee  T +A ~''~'T' as desired. Otherwise,  let nt o and H; I be the least and 
greatest integers m _<_ 2k such that i(3,,, ) > n. Then  it obv ious ly  fol lows 
that o .  ~ 3,too ¢ T,  and that o I ~ 3,,,,~ c T. Si:lce T .< T' and 
o~ -~ a I C T' ,  it also fo l lows that  3,m,~ ~ 3,mj E T ' :  this equat ion ,  more-  
over, belongs to A~,~ by def in i t ion.  F rom these three equat ions ,  e is 
derivable. Thus  cc  T +A ~'')-T', as desired. 
Lemma 3.9. Let  T-< T' 
n E co. 77wn ei ther  '1' < 
A ~'z~'T '  <- T .  
in ~ .  attd .stq~p¢).se thal  A{~ • E < T'  .for some 
E. or else lh,'.,re e.vi.sts an m E- m fo r  wh ich  
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Proof. Let us assume that A("o} .E <_ T', that T ~ E, and for no integer 
m does Au '~.T  ' ~ T hold. We assume also that T ~T ' .  To show that  
these assumpt ions are untenable ,  we proceed to derive some consequences  
f rom them. 
l_etting m be fixed, we put  
and 
FO,rl 
FI ¢,? 
= T 'n  E n {o~ r l l (o )= l ( r )=m} 
= T 'n  {cr~ r l l (o )> m A/ ( r )> m}. 
( ' learly. A I''') -T'  = O[ FI.,, ~ 1 by 3.7: therefore Fl. , ,  V= T. Th,, ~ it fol lows 
from 3.5 and 3.6.1 that  ro,, ,  c T. Since m was arbitrary,  and 
Au'o ~. I=" ~ T', we have obta ined 
(a) if,~, r~- I.~,. and i fV (o )  = V(r~ and l (a )  = l ( r )  > n 0, then o ~ rE  T. 
Now it is easy to see that there is a term 3, = y(v 0 ), whose variable set 
i,; {vo}, such t!mt 
{h i / (y )  > n 0, and the equat ion 7(v 0) -~ 7(v I ) belongs to T. 
In fact, choose ¢E T \E .  One may derive f rom e aa equat ion  belong- 
ing to T which has ei ther the form 3,(0 o) ~ 7(01 ), or else the fo rm 
y(v  o , v I ) ~- "~(v o, v 2 ) ( where V(y(v~ )) = {v o )in the first case, and 
V{3,(v.. v I )) = {v o, v I } m the second case), and where/1-),) > "o  in both 
cases. In the second case. the eq~,ation 7(v 0, v 1 )~. 7:,v I , o o ) belongs to 
T. by (a); whence 7(v o ,v  o) ~ "),Iv I , v  I ) c  T. In e i ther  event,  we obta in 
an equat ion  which can be put in the first form. 
Now we claim that 
(c) if o = o (x ,  .... . .  v/, 1 ) is a tm'm in ~h ich  the dist inct variables 
.r~ ......  'ct t actual ly appear,  and i f / (o )> n0, thcn 
o~% .. . . .  uk l )~o{v  k . . . . .  v2k i~T .  
q'o see this, let q and k be given and put m =/ (7)  + k tsee (b)). Clearly, 
A~,t~,~.E c T' includes some equat ion  o ~ 9 where l (~) > m. Since 
A u" ) .'!" <~. T, it fol lows f rom T <: T' that T + Aun) -T  ' = T ' ;  thus  (as in 
the proo f 'o f  3.8) T also includes some equat ion  o ~ ~ where / t9 )  > m. 
Now it is easily shown that  one may derive, f rom this one, another  
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equat ion o-~ ~p'~ T, with V(~p') = {Yo ..... xk I }~nd/ (¢ ' )  > m. 
The above argument  shows that in proving ~c) we may assume, wi thout  
loss of  generality, that I (o)  _>_ 1(~)+ ~. Let us make that assumpt ion.  Let 
C be an operat ion symbol  of  highesl rank appear:,ng in the term o. Let 
r be the rar~k of  ( 'and  le tp  = 1(o) - / (T J  lwhich :s not less than k). If 
k = 0 then statement  Ic) is trivially r, rue. If k > 1. then r > !, and we 
consider the term 
r= C l " r~vo)v  l . . .v  k i v l" ,  
in which the number  q of occurrences of  v I at the end i sp - ( r - l ) -  k+l .  
This term has the same length and the same variables as o (since r > 1), 
hence o ~ 7-c T, by (a). Moreover, 
r (vo ,v l , . . . , v  k i )-~ r (v / . ,v l , . . . , v l . _1 )~ T, 
by (b); and 
r (vo ,v  I . . . . .  v k l )~- r (v l ,v2  . . . . .  v, t ,v0)E l ' ,  
by (a). These two equations,  together  with o ~ 7-, permit the derivation 
of  the equat ion in (c), and so {c) follows. 
Finally, in case k = 1; i f r  = ! we can  put r = (~'Pv O, and ;ol low the 
argument above to the desired conclusion. If r>  l, then we may cons- 
truct with C a term o'(v o, v I ~. whose variables are v 0 and v I , so that 
1(o') = I(o). Then o' (v l l ,v  o) ~- o'(v I ,vl )~- T as was shown above, and 
o(v o) ~ o' lv  o, v 0)~ T by ~a); from this, s tatement  (c) follows in the 
final case. 
ltaving proved to), we conc lude the proof  of  Lemma 3.9 by remark- 
ing that the equat ions provided by (a) and (c) generate a theory which 
includes Al,~o+ I ~. Tlterefore AUzo+ I ) .< T. However, this formula strongly 
contradicts one of our initial assumptions,  and thereby forces us to con- 
clude that tile lemma is true. 
Proof  of  Theorem 3. I : the "'truly ~I"' parts. For 3. 1. I .  Let T < 9. and 
q' ¢- E. Then T is not  a subtheory  of  E, since T <- E < £t and T -<~ 
would force T -- K. Thus  by 3.9, zX ~''~ <_ T for some m E ¢o. It is obvious 
that Q is the only theory which includes A~,,z~ and which fails to be in- 
cluded in ~ = A~O~ (see 3.0(i) and 3.7). Thus T <_ A, and this implies 
that T = A since T is covered by ~.  
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For  3. 1.2." We work for a contradiction from the ass~mption that a 
theory T satisfies T -<- E and T '~. A. 
For each m. the set Au,)-E, together with any equation in E\A, 
generates all of E; thus L~ un)" E ~ T. We infer from this using 3.5 and 
3.6.1, that 
(a) if V(o) = V(r) and I (o )  = I (z) .  then o ~ ~' ~ 1". 
Now tile argument breaks into two cases. 
(.bse 1. p admits an operation symbol M where p(31) = k exceeds I.
The equations (a), combined with v o ~ Mo o ... Vo, generate E; hence the 
desired contradiction can be reached by proving that tile latter equation 
is in T. Consider 
and 
eo . M M vo2t. I ~ M M M vo3, -  _ 
el .Moo , .  I Mvok ~ Mvot- - i  MMoo2k I 
An easy argument, based on 3.6.3, shows that the first equation is inde- 
pendent of the second. Both trivially belong to E; hence by 3.5 one or 
the other belongs to T: however, each is derivable from the other with 
the help of the equations (a) -- hence both %, e I e T. 
Moreover, by l a) and the fact that T "~ A, there exists in T an equa- 
tion 
e 2 • v ° ~ , l i t%tot,  -. l)~ ' (v~llere I < l). 
Now v o ~- Mv~ belongs to OI eo, e 2 1, and so belongs to T. This conclu- 
des tile proof of 3.1.2 in case I. 
('use 2." p admits two operation symbols B and C(B  ~ C), each of 
rank i. The argument does not differ essentially from the above. We 
only have to rcplace e o, e I , and e, by three equations 
'Bv¢  "- 
t 
e I • Cv  ° -~ ( 'CVo,  
f . 
e 2 v o~Blv  o (where 1 <l ) ,  
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with e~, ~ T. The conclusion that will be reached is that v o ~ Bv  o ~ T .  
In the light of  statement (a), this implies again that T = E. 
Finally, we recall the initial assumption of  §3, that p lies in one of 
the two cases handled above. The proof  of 3.1.2 is complete. 
i,i'," 3. 1.3." Let us assume that T ~ A, and that T ~ A(B) for each 
B~ O(p), ,vhence q' ~ A(B). To prove that T .<_ E usil~g 3.9. since trivial- 
ly A ~°~ .E _<_ A we need only show that for each integ~,r;n. 
Au.~ = Au,~ .A Ig-- T. 
This formula (by virtue of the fact that T-<A~ is equivalent o 
q '+N ' ' )  = ,'~: or to: for each term ,7 of positive length, there exists a 
term 7- whose length exceeds m, th:.~t satisfies o ~ rE  T. 
We shall only prove the above statcment for m = I and for 
o = Boo  ... v k I" The more general case follows easily from this To 
prove the statement, we first check definitions 0.1, 2.5(ii)an~l 3.0: 
because '1'<~ `5(1:1!, these imply that T contains an equation 
e:Bv0' 'ok I r' 
in wh ich  e i t l l e r  ( I )  I(r) > 1:, or  else (2 )  r = (~'¢~ .... v/ I w i th  ( 'e  O(p). 
and e i ther  ( "@ B or  {x  o . . . . . .  ~'/ I }~ {vo . . . . .  vk  1}. 
Now {;", satisfies (1), we are done. So we assup.~e that r satisfies (2). 
If ('=/:1, then some variable v , (n  < k) fails to appear in r: then from 
e the equation 
13v , . . . v  k , , rv+, . . .5  , 
is derivable: and the right side of this equation I-:as length 2, so we are 
done. The remaining case, whine r = (".'% .... v/ I and (':~ /:1, is qasily 
handled with all application of 35  and 3.6.2. 
By 3.9, tile prece-Jhlg argument: yields T < ii, ",¢hich forces T = ,5 I-:. 
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 
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4. Separating the ranks in Case I 
We complete the work begun in the last section, while holding the 
same hypothesis with regard to the type p. We shall tell the plan of this 
section shortly. First we isolate the key result proved in the last section 
and bring in some needed concepts. 
Def in i t ion  4 .0 .  F (x )  - dr 3 u, v (x -< u -< 1 A V -4 1 A X % V). 
Theorem 4.1. F( ',,~p ) = (A(C)ICE O(p)). 
Preof. By 3.3, 4.0 and § 1. 
Definition 4.2. Let n be a positive integer. 
(i) ~,  is the (symmetric) group of all permutations of the set 
{0, ! . . . . .  n 1} :  
(ii) ~4 (~.,,) is the lattice of subgroups of ~ . :  
(iii) ~(n) is the cardinality of !4(~.. ). 
Definition 4.3. Let/3 be an operation symbol whose rank n is positive. 
With each subgroup (~) of ~.., we define a theory 
(i) II(!1. (~) = OI (By o ... o,,_ l ~ BVstO~ ... Ust._~)lsE(~)}]. 
Furthermore, we put 
( i i )  I I (B)  = II(B. ~.,,). 
Lemma 4.4. Sul~pose that l) (13) = n is posit ire.  1./ T is ,; s 'ubtheorv o f  A(B). 
I/ten there is a ttiziqtte grottp t~ ~- ~-n ~'t.'h that T = A'(/3).T + II (B. (~); 
.z~)rt'ore~ IND( I I (B .  (~}, A'(B)-'I' J. 77w cor respondence  which maps  each 
grotq~ (~ c ~.. onto  the them'v A'(B)+ II(B, c,) ) establ ishes an isomor-  
phtsnz bv /wcen '2~( Z .  ) and the ,;nterral sublatt ice A(B) /A ' (B)  in ~p.  
Proof. (See definitions 2.5, 3.0 and those above.) Tile proof presents no 
difficulty; one uses tile fact that each equation e belonging to A(B)\A'(B) 
is logically equivalent to an equation Bo o ... o n_ l ~ BVt(o) ... vtv~ 1). 
where t belongs to ~., : we omit the details. 
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The problem we face in this section is simply to find some elementary 
properties of a theory A(B), that will determine the rank of B. Let us ob- 
serve that it follows from the above lemma (and from Definition 4.2(iii)), 
that the number ~(o(B)) is equal to the numl~er of theories T satisfying 
A'(B) "-: T <_ A(B). This number certainly determines the rank of B, 
because obviously the function ~" is a strictly increasing numerical func- 
tion. 
The above observation strongly suggests that we should look for a 
(uniform) lattice-theoretic characterization f A'(B) in terms of A(B). 
The four results which follow will give us such a characterization. We 
shall then conclude this section by constructing individual formulas that 
define the sets {A(C)Ip(C) = n), under the current hypothesis regarding 
O. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that B has positive rank. Then A(I, ) = 
A'(B) + II(B), and IND(II(B), A'(B)). 
Proof. by 4.4. 
I.emma 4.6. Suppose that in the lattice '~( ~'n ) two members atisfy 
tS~o + (~l = ~,, and lND((~)l, (~o). Then fo rk= Oor k= 1, they satisfv 
@k = ~n and (~ 1-k = ~ (the least subgroup). 
Proof. For every q < n. the permutations which leave q fixed constitute 
a maximal subgroup, FIX(q), of ~-,1. If (!7 0 ~ FIX(q), for some q < n, 
then bTX(q) + (% = ~-n, implying that (~l <- FfX(q) by independenc~: 
(see 2.0). For each q, not both (~:~0 <- FIX(q) ard t.~J 1 <- FIX(q) can hold. 
Thus, if we let 
X k = {q< nlt~ k <_FIX(q)), 
then it follows that 
X oUX l = (0 .... ,n - l}  andX oc',X l =cb. 
From the above formulas, we infer immediately that one of the sets 
X 0 and X l is empty - else FIX(X o) + F IX(X l ) is a proper subgroup of 
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~n which includes both (~0 and (~l. Finally, i fX  k is empty then 
Xl .  k = (O, . . . ,n - l~ and O~l_ k = ~,so  (s)k = ~-,,- 
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that B has positive rank. I f  two members o f  ~ ,  
satisf~ T O + T l = A(B)and lND(T 1 , To), then for k = 0 or k = 1, they 
satisfy II(B) <_ T k and Tl_ k <_ A'(B). 
Proof. By 4.4, we have T k = T~ + If(B, ~k)  for k = 0. 1 where 
T' < A'(B). It is a trivial matter to obtain from the hyp,',these ' using 
4.4 and 4.5, that Ok o + ~1 = ~n (where n = p(B)) and that 
IND(6~I, (~0) in ~t~n)"  From this, the conclusion of the corollary 
follows by Lemma 4.6 and Definition 4.3(ii). 
Theorem 4.8. Let B be an operation symbol. Each of  th " theol ies 
A(B)oA(C) (where C 4= B) attd the theory E-A(B) is herediteri'y co- 
vered by A( 6'). Besides these, the only theories hereditarily covered by 
A( B ) are." 
( l )  i fo(B)  = 0, t~o others; 
(2) i fp(B)  = l, the theory A(B2vo); 
(3) i f  o(B) = 2, the two theories A'(B) and A(Bvoo o) + H(B); 
(4) i f  p(B ~ >_ 3, each theory A'(B) + II(B, (~) where (~3 -4 ~-o(B) in the 
lattice ~( ~-" o(B))" 
Proof. Among the positive statements in the theorem, the initial state- 
ment follows by 2.1.1 and 3.1 ; the positive part of 4.8.2 follows by 
2.6.1, and by the fact that I2(B 300) = A(B), which is easy to verify; and 
the positive parts of 4.8.3 and 4.8.4 are also straightforward to prove, so 
we leave them to the reader. 
To get the negative parts of the theorem, we now assume that 
O-'~ A(B), but we leave the rank of B unspecified for the moment. We 
further assume that O is not a subtheory of any theory T -~ ,X(B) listed 
in the theorem. From these assumptions, we shall work for a contracdic- 
tion to prove the theorem. 
To begin the argument, we claim that A'(B) ~. O. In fact, A'(B)= A(B) 
if o(B) <- 1 ; if o(B) = 2, the claim is part of our hypothesis; if p(B) >_ 3, 
then Lemma 4.4 yields that the condition A'(B) <_ T-4 A(B) implies 
T = A'(B) + II(B, (~)) (where C~ -~ ~-o(8)) - thus our hypotheses do not 
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permit A'(B) c__ ®. From our claim, and from 4.5 and 2.1.2, we now infer 
(a) If o(B)  > 0, then A'(B) ~_ 6) but II(B) c__ O. 
Next we infer, using 3.9 and noting that &~l) <_ 2x(B~, and that 
® ~ E (by hypothesis)" 
(b) There exists n ~ co, so that A ~''1 c__ (.). 
Finally we claim, putt ing k = p(B): 
(c) Let two terms o 0 and ~: be given so that, fo rT~ {o0,o I }, we do not 
have "), -~ Bv o ... vk_ i • Then the equation a 0 ~ o i belongs to ®. 
Rather than (c), we shall infer the following statement (d) - from 
which (c) is easily obta,ned, using (b) and the fact that if o'-~,/_;v o ... of._ l 
and if'/(o) < l(o'),  then o -- By o . . .  v k 1. ]-he proof 'o f (d )  will complete 
the argument, since (c) is merely another way of asserting that 
A'(B) c ®, and that contradicts our initial claim. 
(d) Suppose that a is a term which does not satisfy a ~ By  o ... v k t .  
Then o ~- .a' ~ ® for some term o' whose :ength is greater than that of o. 
To infer ¢d}, we first consider briefly tae case in which some operation 
symbol (', different from B, appears in o. Here it suffices to show that 
there can be no bound on the length of t.'.'rms r that satisfy Cv o ... v t I ~" 
re  ® (where l = p(C)). This is an easy consequence of 3.5 and 3.6.2, 
and of our hypothesis that ® _~ ,,x((') and ® <. A(B). We leave the details 
to the reader. 
Let us finally consider (at greater length) the case in which the term 
o in (d) satisfies F(o) ~ {B}, Of course, B must a,:tually appear in o; 
and here the argument will vary, depending upon the rank k of B: 
(!)  I l k  = 0: there is no such term o. 
(2) I l k  = !; the term a must have the form Bmx where x is a vari- 
able and m > 1. Since ® <_ &(B) and ® is not included in A(B2vo) ,  we 
have an equation BZx ~ ~" in ®, in which either not ~- - ,  BZx,  or else 
r = B2y for some variable y ~ x. The desired conclusion in (d) can ob- 
viously ~e inferred in a few lines from the above if F(r)  c_ {B} ; but if a 
symbol C different from B appears in T, then the first paragraph in the 
proof of (d) .can be used to obtain the same conclusion.. 
(3) If k = 2; either the terrr~ a has the tbrm Bxx  -- in which case, an 
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argument analogous to the above, using the hypothesis that 
O ~ A(Bvoo  o) + I I (B) ,  will give the required conclusion" or else o has 
one of the forms BooBo I ,o~ or t3Booo I o 2. For the lat-.'r case, it folIows 
by 3.4 and 3.6.3 that of lhe two cqtmtions 
and 
e o • BBu ° v I v 2 ~- B 3 v o v I /)22 
ej "By 0Bv Iv 2 ~Bv 0By oBv I v  2, 
the first one is independent  of the second. Thus one or lhe other of  them 
belongs to O, by 3.5. However, by statement (a) above, :he equation 
Bxr ~ B.rx belongs to O; whence both %, e I 60 .  From this, the re- 
quired conclusion follows at once. 
(4) If/~: >_. 3" in case I (o )  >_ 2, the argument does not ~i[l'fer essentially 
from the one just given. Let us consider the remaining possibility - that 
is. o = Bx~ .... 'ok I w!:ere the variables are not a',l di';tin¢:t Iotherwise, 
o , By . . . .  v k I ). Be (a), we can simplify to the case o = Byxx  2 . . .Xk_  I . 
Now the equations 
P - -  . .  
e o • B o o v o v 2 ... v,_ I "~ 1~ v o B v o v 2 vok ' v,_ "ok- l '  
and 
e' I "By  2o ov  ov  3 . . .v , _ l  ~13v 2By  ov  2%*-  I v3 ...vk_.l 
are independent o ~'one anothe, (again by 3.6.3) - hence one or the 
other of  them is a member of O, by 3.5. But ei~and e] are interderivable 
t modulo  If(B). Therefore, by ~a), we have e 0 E (9; and the required con- 
clusion clearly follow'~, once again. 
Remarks 4.9. Theorem 4.8 provides an extension of the diagram drawn 
in §3, Figure !, down to a new level. To complete the diagram at this 
level, we can remark that a theory T satisfies T -~ A. E if, and only if, 
T has the form A(( ' I  ~ E, where C is an operation symbol. 
In Theorem 4.8, for the cases ill which k = p(B)  exceeds 2, the groups 
C~ which satisfy t~ -'~ E L. are known to be: i f k  = 3, the four proper sub- 
groups of ~, 3 : if k = 4, the alternating roup and the three octic groups; 
if k _>_ 5, only ,~11c alternating roup. An easy proof of  these facts can be 
given by induction on k. 
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We shall now collect some compensation for our labors. (To understand 
the following definitions, consult definitions 2.0, 2.2, 4.0, and 4.2(iii).) 
Definition 4.10. Let D(x, y, z) be the conjunction of the three formulae: 
(1)  F (x) Ay+Z = X A IND (z, y); 
(2) Vu, v (u+v=x/ \ IND(v ,u ) - ,  u<_yvv<_y) ;  
(3) :Ju Vv 3w(y  <-- u< x ^ [v < - x^ v'~ u -" w < - v AW<-<~ U ^J I  (w)]) .  
Def init ion J,.I 1. For each n ~ w, we let P,, (x, y) be a formula which 
asserts that there are exactly n lattice elements in the interval x/y. 
Then we put: 
(1) Fo(x) = 
(2) F I (x ) -  
n~ co\{0, 1}, 
(3) F,, (x) 
dr F(x)  A Vu 3v(u -~ x -, u = X 'VAU < V): 
dr F(x) A-1 F 0 (x) A Vy, Z -1D (x, y, z); and fo~ each 
-= dr 3 Y,Z (D(x ,y ,z )A  P~u~(x,y)). 
Theorem 4.1 2. Three theories sa,isfv D(T o, T 1 , ~ ) in ~ i]'. and only 
ijl (T  o, T I , T 2 ) = (A(('),  A'(( ') ,  I I (C) ) Jor  an operct ion symbol  (" 
whose rank exceeds 1. 
Theorem 4.13. kbr all n ~ co 
F, ( 2{ ) = { .A( ( ' ) ICC 0,, (p)}.  
P 
Proof of Theorem 4.12. First, we must verify that D(A(('), A'(( ') ,  I I((')) 
holds, under the hypothesis tqat n = p(C)  exceeds I. That the two cons- 
tituent formulas 4.10.1 and 4.10.2 of D(x ,y ,z )  are satisfied, follows at 
once from 4.1, 4.5, and 4.7. 
It is only a little more difficult to see that 4.10.3 is satisfied. Choose 
a theory ® so that A'(C) <_ O-<- A(C) (see 4.8.3, 4.8.4, and Remarks 
4.9). Now let T be any theor., satisfying the relations T <_ A(( ' )  and 
T ~- ®. Then each equation in T\O is also in A(C)\A'(C):  each such 
equation, therefore, is logicaliy equivalent to one in the form 
Cv o ... v._. l ~ COs(o)"" vst,~--t) (where s ~ ,.,~ ). 
Moreover, it fol lows easily thtt T\® contains one such equation e in 
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which the order of  s is a power of a prime integer. When this is true, the 
"heory O[e] is a join-indecomposable subtheory of T that is not included 
in ® (see 2.2). The above considerations show that the formula 4.1 0.3 
is, indeed, satisfied by the triple (A(C), A'(C), l-I(C)>. 
For the convelse part of the theorem, suppose that D(x, y, z) is sa- 
tisfied by a triple (T 0, T I, T2> in ~/, By 4.1, and by the satisfaction 
of formulas 4.10.1 and 4.10.3, there exist an operation symbol C and a 
theory 19 so that' 
(at~) T 0 = A(('); (a I ) "1" l <- ® -4 A(C); (a 2 ) every theory T, which is in- 
cluded in A(C) but not in 19, includes a subtheory T' which isjoin-inde- 
composable and which also is not included in O. 
We now check through the theories listed by Theorem 4.8, and we 
find that (a I ) and (a~) eliminate all possibilities except the following 
(b) 2 <_ p(C) and A'(C) <_ 19. 
The argument to rule out the case p(C) = I and 19 = A(('Zv 0) is typical: 
Assume otherwise; put T = o[Czvo ~ C 3v0]. By assumption, there 
exists a join-indecomposable theory T' such that T' ~ q' and 
T' ~_ A(C 2 v o). The theory T' must include some equation 
e " C 2 ~- C"  0 0 O 0 
where n > 2. Then it follow,; easily, since T' .<_ T, that T' = O[e] + 
+ T' .A(2) (see 3.'i); hence T' = O [ e !, by join-indecomposability (and 
since T' ~ At2)). In like manner, T' = 0[( '200 ~ C 2" 200]. But that is 
impossible - e is not derivable from the latter equation. We leave "~ the 
reader the remaining steps to establish (b). 
Now we infer from (b) and (a i ) that '1" I does not include II(C). Hence 
by the satisfaction of formula 4.10.2, and by 4.5 (and since T O = A(C)), 
it tol!ows that T 1 includes A'(C); likewise, by formula 4.10.1 and by 
4.7, it follows that T 1 <_ A'(C) and that lq(C) <_ T2. Putting these facts 
together, we have that T i = A'(C) and II(C) <_ T2. 
The only thing remaining to be proved is that '1' 2 <_ II(C). By the de- 
finition of independence, this is a consequence of IND(T 2 , T I ) and of 
the relations 
T 2 ~I- I (C)+T 1 =T 2 +T 1. 
(We already hav '~ -I" 1 = A'(C), so the above relations follow.) 
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Proof of Theorem 4.13. Forn  = 0: I fp(C) > 0, and if we let O-~A(C) 
be one of the theories which were enumerated in 4.8.2-4.8.4, then each 
theory properly including O includes A(C) ( an easy exercise - see Re- 
mark 4.9 for the existence of O if p(C) > 2 ). We can thus infer, by 4.11 
and 4.1, that every theory which satisfies the formula F 0 (x) must have 
the form A(C) with a nullary C. The converse is immediate, by 4.1 and 
4.8. 
For n = 1 : It follows from 4.1,4.11 and 4.12, and from the case 
treated above. 
For n >__ 2: It follows from 4.11 and 4.12, and from our remarks 
immediately following Lemma 4.4. 
5. Case I1: ~ p(B) <_ 1 ~nd p is no, nvoid 
BeO(p) 
As oppesed to case I, where it is known that each lattice '.Sp contains 
at least 2'-' maximal members, here each lattice contains no more than 
two maximal members. Namely, the theories A and E (defined as before). 
The formula A ~: E is equivalent to O] (p) ~: @. Theorem 3.1 (2) does 
not extend to the present case: if A ~: E, then there are denumerably 
many theories T-~ E - in fact, T = A. E or 
T= Ep=O[x~ BP x, Q~ Q', Q~ BQ(Q, Q'e o0 (p))] 
where p is a prime integer and {B} = O l (P). Figure 2 represents the 
"top" of ~ in ~p, if A 4: E. 
A(B) /~(Q) A(Q' ) A'E E 2 E 3 
Fig. 2 
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BEO(p ) 
In case II, A has a first-order definition as the only maximal theory T 
such that whenever To,..., T 3 ~ T are all different, so~e join-indecom- 
posable theory T' fail.; to be included in the intersection of To,..., T 3 . 
We can construct new formulas F~ (x) to replace the old formulas 
F k (x), as follows. Replace the subformula F(x), in the formulas F0(x) 
and F l (x) of Definition 4.11, by a formula F'(x) constructed in such a 
manner that F'(T) will assert hat T-<. A and that the only maximal ex- 
tension of T is A. The resulting formulas F~: (x), for k = 0 and 1, are 
easily seen to characterize the respective sets of theories 
{A(C)ICE O k (p)}. Moreover, these theories are in one-to-one corres- 
pondence with the operation symbols. (The last two statements have 
two trivial exceptions. If ~p is a 2-element lattice, that is, if O(p) 
= Oo(P) = {Q j, then F~(~p) is empty; if ~8p is a 3-element lattice, that 
is, if O(p) = Oo(P) = (Q0, QI } where Q0 ~ Q1, then A(Q 0) = A(Q 1 ). 
We note that only in these two exceptional cases is ~p linearly ordered.) 
6. Concluding the proof of Theorem 1 
For future reference, we combine Theorem 4.13 with the observations 
above to obtain a single theorem from which Theorem 1 follows imme- 
diately. Let C be some formula, without free variables, which s'~ates that 
a lattice has three or more max~.mal members. W,: define formulas O n (x) 
as follows. For all n >_ 2 we take On(x) to be f ,~ FnLx); we take Ol(X) 
to be (C A F l (x))v (-IC A F] (x)); and we tal~ ~ O0(x) to be 
(C ^ F o (x))v (-IC ^ Fo(X) ^  Etu, v [u <~ v ^ v ~ u] ) 
v ( - ICAx< 1AVu, v[u<_v v V<--U]). 
Finally, we let 0 (x) be the formula (C=^ F (x)) v (-I C A F' (x)). 
Theorem 6.0. Let O be a nonempty similarity type. For every n E w, the, 
sets On (P) and O n (f8 o ) have the same cardinality; furthermore, i f  o ad- 
mits either a non-nullary operation symbol, or at least three nullary syrr;- 
bols, then 
On (~p) = {A(C)tCe On (p)}, 
and 
O(~p)= {A(C)ICe O(p)}. 
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7. A necessary condition for elementary equivalence 
Two lattices ~ and ~'  are called elementarily (orfirst-order) equiva- 
lent if they satisfy the same formulas without free variables (that is, 
"sentences") formulated in the first-order language of lattices. 
The problem naturally arises of finding necessary, and sufficient con- 
ditions on two types P and P', in order for the lattices ~o and ~p, to be 
elementarily equivalent. ,(In this connection see Conjecture lI following 
the Appendix.) We shall refer belo,,,, the necessity of a quite strong con- 
dition; but the general pr~ lem remains open. We remark that it follows 
at once from Theorem 6.0 that if one of two nonempty types P and p' 
admits only finitely many operations with eacl', rank, then '~p and '~,, 
are not elementarily equivalent unless their types are essentially identical. 
Two sets S and S' are called second-order equivalent if they satisfy 
the same sentences formulated in the full second-order language of sets. 
[N.~',. This language has an equality symbol, "element" variables to de- 
note elements of a set, "relation" variables (of each rank) to denote fini- 
tary relations among the elements of a set, and quantifiers to bind vari- 
ables of each class. Atomic formulas are of the (orm x = y or R(x I .... , x n), 
where x, y and xj ,..., x n are element variables and R is an n-ary relation 
variable. Obviously, second-order equivalence is a very strong require- 
ment; there exist, for example, second-order sentences which exp,:ess 
the respective conditions that a set be finitt ; or be denumerable; c,r ha,'e 
the power of the continuum. ] 
Theorem 7.0. Let p and p' be nonempty types. / f  the lattices '2~t, attd 
'2~ o, are elementary equivalent, then the sets On (P) ap:d O n (p') are second- 
orde, equivalent for every n ~ w. 
We give only a rough indication of the proof, which is actually quite 
straightforward. It follows from Theorem 6.0 that what is needed - or 
what would be sufficient -- intuitively speaking, is to have a method of 
convertin~g each second-order stat,'ment about the definable set O n (Up), 
into an equivalent first-order statement about the l~ttice Up. [Here n is 
regarded as fixed, but the two statements should be equivalent for every 
type P. ] The method merely has to work in those cases where O n (23p) 
= ~A(C)IC6 O,1(0)), since 1he conclusion of Theorem 7.0 already follows 
from Theorem 6.0 unless P and P' are rather large. 
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We would begin the proof by replacing the second-order language by 
another language, with a smaller set of variables and a different scheme 
of interpretation, which is known to be equivalent to it in expressive 
power. This other language has only element variables and binary rela- 
tion variables; moreover, in computing whether a sentence of this lan- 
guage is true in a set, the relation variables are restricted to range over 
equivalence relations on the given set. 
What is needed then is some way of referring to arbitrary equivalence 
relations on O n (~p),  within the scope of the first-order language of t;-~e 
lattice. This is provided by the foUowing result. There exists a first-order 
formula R(x, V, z) such that the set of all relations 
{' T 0, T i >1R(T0, T l , T)}, with T e Lp ,  is identical with theset  of all 
ecuivalence relations on On (~p).  In fact, one may take R(x, y, z) to be 
the tormula: 
O n (x) ^  O n (y) A [x = ,,v :1 w(J I  (w)  A w< Z AW_~ X A WS~ y)] .  
It is not difficult to show that R(,'-(C 0), A(C l ), T) holds if an only if 
T contains an equation of the form C O o o ... o n_ 1 "~ C1 °s(O) ... V~(n- 1)" 
(From this fact the required property of R(x, y, z) follows at once.) The 
basic idea here is that every join-indecomposable theory O is generated 
by a single equation - by Corollary 2.4 - and if a generating equation 
belongs to neither o fA(C 0) or A(C 1 ), where C O 4: C 1 and C o, C 1 ~ On(p) ,  
then it must be logically equivalent to an equation in the form 
Coo o ... v~_  1 ~ CIv~(o) ... Vs(,1_l) with s~ ~,~. 
8. Definable theories with one binary operation 
We now want to prove Theorem 2, as stated in the inhoduction. 
Our work will take the form of a chain of lemmas, in which successive 
theories will be proved (first-order) definable by showing how to define 
them in terms of other theories - whose definability will be known 
from earlier lemmas. We shall begin by enumerating definable members 
in the lattice of theories with one binary operation. Since this lattice can 
be embedded, in various wa,./::, into the lattice of theories with two bi- 
nary operations, the results obtained here will be useful in completing 
the proof in the next section. 
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In this section, B denotes a binary operation symbol belonging t~ a 
type p that admits no other operation symbols. The term "definable" 
means first-order definable in 230 (~ee § 1). Let us recall that all results 
proved in § 2 through §4 apply to this case. 
In the proofs that follow, we shall only state the characteristic pro- 
perties of a theory, or a set of theories, from which a formal first-order 
formula defining it could be constructed. The verifications, which are 
omitted, are mostly rather trivial (with a few exceptions which will be 
noted). 
Lemma 8.0. Each of the theories A, E, A(B), N(B), I'[(B), A(Bxx), and 
AO) is definable. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, A and E are definable. By Theorem 4.12, the 
triple (A(B), A'(B), II(B)> constitutes the solution set of the formula D; 
whence ach of A(B), A'(B), H(B) is definable - the theory II(B), for 
exainple, constitutes the solution set of the formula 3x3yD(x, y, z). By 
Theorem 4.8(3), A(Bxx)  + II(B) is definable - as the unique theory T 
such that T-< A(B), T 4: A'(B), and T ~ E - hence A(Bxx)  = (A(Bxx)  + 
+ H(B))oA'(B) is definable. Finally, we have A0) = A' (B) 'A (Bxx) .  (See 
definitions 2.5 and 3.7.) 
Definition 8.1. We let ~00 and ~1 be the terms 
¢o(Vo, v 1 , 02) = BBvov  1 02 and ¢l  (Vo, vl , v2 ) = BvoBo l  oz" 
We let A(B), A 1 , ..., A s be the theories generated, respectively, by the 
equations (in which x. y, z denote distinct variables) 
s o :%(x ,y ,z )~ ~1 (x ,y ,z ) ,  
~1 : ~°o(X ,Y ,Z)~ sol (Y 'Z 'X) ,  
~2 : ~Po(X 'Y 'Z )~O1 (z 'x 'y ) '  
o¢ 3 : ~Oo (X , Y, Z ) "~ ~O I ( z , Y , X ) , 
¢x 4 : ~Oo(X ,Y ,Z)~OI  (X ,Z ,Y ) ,  
Ot 5 : ~O0(X ,Y ,Z)~OI  (Y ,X,  7,). 
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We let I'k,0, ..-,['k,3 ( for k = 0 or 1) be the theories generated, re- 
spectively, by the equations 
"Yk, O 
"tk, l 
7k,2 
7k,3 
: ¢K (X,Y,Z)-~- ¢k (y ,z ,x ) ,  
: ¢k (x ,Y ,Z)~"  ¢k (X ,Z ,Y) ,  
: ~Ok (X, Y,Z ) ~ ~Ok (Z ,Y ,X  ), 
: ~Ok (X, Y, Z ) ~- ~Ok (Y, X, Z ). 
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Finally, we let ,~ be the theory generated by 
% (x, y ,x  ) I (x, y ,x  ); 
and we put Z 0 = O[Bxy ~ x] and Z 1 = O[Bxy ~. y] .  
Our modest goal for this section is to prove that the theory ~, and the 
theory A(B) (the equational theory of semigroups), are definable. Un- 
fortunately, in order to accomplish that much we find it necessary to 
introduce ach of the theories just mentioned. 
Lemma 8.2. The set {A(~o 0 ), A(~o I )} is definable. 
Proof. One can virtually repeat he proof of 3.1.3 to show that A(~o 0) 
and A(~o I ) are the only theories ®-~ A0) such that ® ~ E. Hence it 
follows by 8.0. 
Lemma 8.3. The set {A(B), A 1 .... ,A 5 ) is definable. 
Proof. This is the set of join-indecomposable th ories ~, such that 
®<_A0) ~nd ® ~< A(~Ok) for each o fk  = 0 and 1. 
Proposition 8.4. (i) Z 0 and Z 1 are the only maximal theories which in. 
clude A(B) but not II(B); 
(ii) every maximal theory which includes A 1 also includes II(B); 
(i.;i) Z 0 is the only maximal theory that includes A 4 but does not in- 
clude II(B); 
(iv) Z 1 is the o~dy maximal theory that includes A 5 but does not in- 
clude I-I(B). 
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Proof. Statement 8.4(0 has been proved by J. Kalicki and D. Scott in 
[7]. where they list all maximal theories extending A(B). Statements 
8.4(ii, iii, iv) can be established by elementary semantic arguments. 
Here is the argument for ~tatement (ii). Suppose that A l <_ O where 
® < ~.  Let t5 = <('. B t_~ ) be an algebra whose universe has more than one 
element, satisfying ® = O~.  We claim that: t~ has a subalgebra with 
more than one clement, which satisfies the equation Bxy ~ Byx.  In fact, 
it follows from the truth of equation a) in t~ that if a, b, c~ C are ele- 
ments which commute pairwise, then c commutes with B ~ (a, b). From 
this, it follows that every subset of  C. that is composed of pairwise com- 
muting elements, generates a commutat ive subalgebra of (5. Now choose 
a. bE  C with a :g b. If the twc~ elements B ~5 (a. b) and B E (b, a) are iden- 
tical, then our initial claim follows from the above observation (a and b 
are included in a commutat ive subalgebra): if these two ele~ae'~t~ are not 
equal, they nevertheless commute  -- so again our claim follows. [To see 
that they commute  we calculate, using the " t ru th"  of ~ I in ~ : 
B(B(a ,b ) ,B (b ,a ) )  = B(b ,B(B(b .a ) ,aD 
= B(b, B(a, B(a, b))) 
= B(B(B(a ,b ) ,b~,a)  
= B(B(b ,B(b ,a ) ) ,a )  
= B(B(b ,a ) ,B (a ,b ) ) . ]  
Now let ~' be any commutat ive sub.algebra of (5 with more than one 
element. Then O <_ O~'  < ~;  whence 6) = O~' .  But II(B) <_ OtS'. so the 
desired result follows. The arguments for (iii) and (iv) are not very dif- 
ferent from the above. 
l .emma 8.5. Each o f  the thetJries A(B) and A;,  A 2 , A 3 is de/hmhlc. 77w 
sets {A 4, A s } and {ZI), Z 1 ] are definable. 
Proof. The theories A 2 and A 3 are the only ones among A(B), A I ..... A s 
which are included in H(B). Thus, by 8.0 and 83 ,  the set 
{A(B), A 1 , A 4, A s } is definable. We now see (using 8.0 and 8.4) that 
A(B), A I , {A 4, AS}, and {Z 0` Z I } are definable. Finally, we can sepa- 
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rate the remaining two theories, A 2 and A3, by noting that 
A 2 <_A(B)+A I andA 3 ~A(B)+A I. 
Remark 8.6. It is easy to see that not one of the theories A4,  A 5 , Z 0, 
Z l , A(~o 0), A(~o I ) is definable. In fact, we can construct an autom~,r- 
phism o of '2~ o so that o(A  4 ) = A 5 , o (Z  0) = Z1, and o(A(to0)) = A(~o I ). 
Let v~ = v i for each variable o i, and let, inductively (Br0.,- 1 )* = B~'~'r~. 
Then put (r 0 ~ r t )* = r~' ~ r~'; and define a as the map o(T) = 
= {e* le ~ T}. [We could describe this map by the phrase "'exchanging 
the places in the operation symbol"  - for all we know, this is the only 
non-identity automorphism of ~p. The lattice of theories with two bi- 
nary operation symbols has several obvious automorphisms: exchanging 
the places in one of the symbols; exchanging the symbols; composit ions 
of these map::.] 
Lemma 8.7. The set o] ordered pairs 
{(A(¢I.), Ik./>lk = 0 ~r 1,andl<_3) 
is deJinable 
Proof. By 8.2 and by 8.3, there exist first-order formulas R and R' which 
satisfy R(~, )  = (A(~P0), AI~Pl )~,. and R ' ( '~  o ) = (A(B), AI , . . .  , As).  Then 
it call be shown that the above displayed set of ordered pairs is the solu- 
tion set of the formula S(u, v): 
.=Jx, y,z [ R(u) A R(x) A R'(y) AZ <- U AV<--U'X~',Z~X 
/,,IND(v,z)A J l (v) A- ' I IND(y,v)] .  
Lemma 8.8.7"he set (A'(~po), A'(~o I )} is" deft'nahle 
Proof. By 8.7~ by definitions 2.5 and 8.1, and by the fact that A'(,~ k ) is 
the largest subthcory of  A(~p k ) that fails to include any one of Fk. t for 
0_<_/<__3. 
Lemma 8.9. Tl~c' theor.v ~, is definable. 
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Proof. We put d = (A(r) l l (r)  = 2 and V(r) = {Vo, v I )}. We see that 
(consult 8.1) is the unique join-indecomposable theory ® that is in- 
cluded in A'(~00).A'(~p 1 ) .A 3 -A(B), and for which there extst ~o, El ~ cA 
satisfying 
Z 04:~;1 and 0%~;0  and O~E I. 
Thus, by 8.5 and 8.8, the conclusion of 8.9 will follow if d is defin- 
able. It turns out that d is the set of all theories T such ';hat for some 
k~ {0, 1}: T'<A'(~ok), and T~ {A'(~o~).A(~ol_tc), A'(~ok).E); and there 
exists T' satisfying these same two conditions with T' 4: T, and there 
exists a join-indecomposable theory O satisfying O <- A'(~v k ), ® ~ T, 
and ® ~ T'. The argument o show this runs roughly parallel to the 
proof of Theorem 4.8. (The exceptional theory T -,~ A'(~o ) is 
A(B3VoVlV2v3).) 
9. Definable theories with two binaw operations 
In this section, J and M wiil denote distinct binary operation symbols 
which belong to a type p that admits no other operation symbols. The 
word "definable" will mean first-order definable in the lattice ~p. 
The equational theory of lattices is a member of this lattice; it is the 
theory A generated by the following equations: 
3`0 ) J J xyz  ~ Jx Jyz ;  3`I ) MMxyz  ~ MxMj ,z ;  
k2 ) J xy  ~- Jyx ;  3`3 ) Mxy-~ Myx;  
3`4) J xx  -~ x; 3`s ) Mxx ,~ x; 
3, 6) JMxyy  ~- y; 3`7 ) M Jxyy  -~ y. 
To prove that A is definable we must, apparently, consider several 
other theories. 
Definition 9.0. We let A(J) and A(M) denote, respectively, 0[3` 0 ] and 
O[~, 1 ]. (See the second paragraph above.) We let I 0' 11, and 12 denote 
the theories generated, respectively, by the equations 
J xy  ,~, Mxy ,  Jxy  ~ Myx ,  and J xx  ~ Mxx .  
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We let finally c5 (J, M) denote the set of four theories generated, re- 
spectively, by 
JMxyx  ~ Mx Jyx ;  
M Jxyx  .~. J xMyx;  
JMyxx  ~ MJyxx ;  
Mx Jxy  ~. JxMxy .  
Lemma 9. i. Each of  the theories A, E, and I, is definable. Furthermore, 
the sets CA(J), A(M)), ( I I(~, II(M)} and (I 0, I l } are definable. 
Proof. From 3.2, 4.8, and 4.12, it follows that each of A, E, (~(J), A(M)}, 
(l-I(J), II(M)}, and the two-element set constituted by A(Jxx) + II(J) 
and A(Mxx) + II(M), is definable. 
For the remaining statements of the lemma: Iz is the only join-inde- 
composable subtheory of A(J).A(M) which is included in neither of 
A(Jxx) + II(J) or A(Mxx) + I-I(M); I 0 and I 1 are the only join-indecom- 
posable subtheories of A which are included in neither of A(J) or A(M). 
Now we can define CA(J), A(M)} with the help of the following ob- 
servatien: The two interval sublattices ~2/I 0 and ~2/I l in ~o are isomor- 
phic; each is canonicall~ isomorphic to the lattice of equational theories 
with one binary operation symbol that was studied in § 8. Under these 
canonical maps, the theories A(J, + I t = A(M) + I l (where l = 0 or 1, res- 
pectively) correspond to the theory A(B) discussed in § 8. The two- 
element set ~A(J) + I t II = 0 or 1} can therefore be defined as the set of 
all ® such that, for some T 6 {I 0, 11 ), we have T <_ ® and O satisfies, 
in ~2]T, the formula which defines A(B) in the c~ther lattice (see Lemma 
8.5). To conclude, it is easy to show that A(J) and A(M) are the only 
join-indecomposable m mbers ® in ~0 which satisfy O + I t = A(J) + I t 
(l = 0 and 1 ); and IND(®, ,.rI(J)) or IND(®, II(M)). 
~mma 9.2. The set 6(J, M) is definable. 
Pcoof. (See Definition 9.0) 6 (J, M) is identical with the set of join- 
indecomposable members O such that: for either l = 0 or 1, ® + I ! satis- 
fies, in the interval ~2/I t, the definition of the member - in the lattice of 
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theories with one binary operation (see 8.9 and ti e last proof); and such 
that 
O ~ l I ( J )  + I I (M), IND(®, A( J ) ) ,  and IND(®, A (M)). 
Hence the lemma fol!ows by 9.1. 
Lemma 9.3. Let A' be the subtheory o f  A geperated by the equations 
Xo, ..', X5 and the ~q:tation JMxyy ~ MJxyy. Then A' is definable. 
Proof. We claim tha~ A' is the least theory T which satisfies 
T + I 0 + 11 = E and which includes 12, includes each member of  
c$ (J, H), and includes each of A(J), A(M), 1-1(J) and H(M). From this 
claim, the lemma will follow by 9.1 and 9.2. 
It is clear that T = A' satisfies the stated relations. Conversely, let T 
I:e any theory that satisfies these relations. Because T <- E, every equa- 
tion actually used in the derivation o fx  ~ Jxx from T o I 0 o I l will 
have only the variable x appearing in it. Also, every equation o ~ r in 
I 0 t_) I l has l(o) = l(r). Thus, every equation belonging to 10 u 11 . which 
is used in the above derivation, will have the form o ~ r with l(o) =/( r )  
and V(o) = V(r) = (x}. However, it can be shown that all such equations 
are derivable from the equations that T was assumed to contain - those 
of 12 , A(J), .... etc.; whence it follows that x ~ Jxx belongs to T, ~nd it 
then becomes clear that A' c_ T. 
Theorem 9.4. The theory A is definable. 
In fact, A can be characterized as the least theory among all those 
that extend A' and are not included in E. (See Lemma 9.3. ) 
Clearly, the above assertion boils down to the claim that the "uh~;orp- 
tion law" MJxyy ~ y can be derived from X0 .... , X 5, together with Ihe 
equation JMxyy ~ MJxyy, and with any giver, equation th,,t lies oul- 
side of E. To see this, we note that the given equation must give rise 
through substitution to an equation which has the form o(x, y)  ~; "l(.v) 
(with x ~ V(o)). This equation can be transformed, throug, h anot,~er 
substitution, to the equation o(MJxyy, y) ~. 3'(Y). Now ')'0') ~ .v is deriv- 
able from X 4 and X s ; and so all that remains is to show that the equation 
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o(MJx~y, y) ~ MJxyy is derivable from ?~0, ..-, ;~s and MJxyy -~ JMxyy. 
That can be proved, by an induction on the length, for alt terms o(x, y) 
in which x actually appears. 
Appendix: Definability in categories of algebras 
Let p be a (finitary) similaritt ype. Let '~p be the lattice ofequatio~i- 
al theories, and Kp be the category of algebras, of type p. 
Our purpose is to point out, with this appendix, that if an equational 
theory ® is a first-order definable memb,~r in ~p, then the variety of 
algebras correlated with it is a first-order definable subclass of Kp. 
By virtue of this fact (which is easy to prove), the results obtained in 
this paper imply some interesting facts about algebras. As an example: 
a formula exists - with variables intended to denote the maps and ob- 
jects of a categorj; with one non-logical symbol, a three-place relation 
symbol intended to denote the c•laposition of maps - which has the 
property that an algebra with two fundamental operations of rank 2 is 
a lattice if and only if, viewed as a;~ object in the category of similar 
algebras, this algebra satisfies the formula. The above statement is implied 
by Theorem 2 and the results of this appendix. We can infer likewise 
from the other results which were announced in the introduction, that 
the concepts of "semigroup", group", "distributive lattice", and 
"Boolean algebra" are in the same sense definable. 
To fix our ideas, let us agree that Kp is constituted by a class of ele- 
ments called maps (arbitrary tri¢les of the form <'~(0, 911,7r> in which 
')l 0 and ')(l are p-algebras and lr is a homomorphism from the former 
into the latter), together with a ternary relation C between maps, called 
composition (three maps satisfy the relation C if and only if they have 
the form <910, 911 , tr>, < ~)~l, 912, ~">, <~t0, ')~2, 7r' .~r>). Without creating 
any real difficulties, we shall treat Kp as though it were an ordinary 
relational structure, thus ignoring the fact that the class of maps is a 
proper class and not a set. 
By the first-orc!er language of categories we mean a first-order lan- 
guage whose only non-logical symbol C is a ternary predicate symbol. 
V~'e identify each p-algebra 9( with the map < ~1, 9l, 1 ~ >, and call such 
a map an obiect of Kp. Thus, the objects are the maps that satisfy the 
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formula Vy, z(C(x, Y, z) --- y --- z). The va~'iety correlated with an equa- 
tional theory 0 is the class of all p-algebras that satisfy each equation of 
O. 
The proof of the announced result of this appendix constitutes an 
easy application of standard known results, due to G. Birkhoff, concern- 
ing the correspondence b tween taeories and varieties, and the genera- 
tion of varieties by relatively free ~dgebras. 
Our proof runs as follows. Let -0 be a member of 25p, let O; be its 
corre!ated variety, and assume that ® is the unique member of ~p that 
satisfies a certain first-order formula L(x). Since the correspondence 
between theories and varieties is a dual-isomorphism between 25p and 
the lattice of varieties, if we dualise the formula L(x) and replace + and 
• where they occur in it by certain formulas involving oply <-, thep. we 
shall obtain a formula L'(x), whose only non-logical symbol is <, which 
defines q~ in the lattice of varieties ordered by set-inclusion. 
Now, we take V(x, y) to be a formula in the first-order language of 
categories such that a pair of maps < t1 , t 2 ) in Kp satisfies V(x, y) if and 
only if t I and t 2 are objects and t 1 belongs to the variety generated by 
t 2 (the least variety containing t 2). Such a formula can be construc :ed 
by formal!zing a condition that is equivalent to the condition that ~t 
belongs to the variety generated by ~;  namely, the condition that ihere 
exists an algebra ~d so that 9~ is an epimorphic image of ~2 and so that 
the set of all maps ~d ~ ~ separates points of ~2 - that is, i f f .g  = f 'h  
for all such f, then g = h. 
Finally, since all varieties are obtainable in the form { 9~ IV( 9.1, ~ )}, 
it is clear how to convert L'(x) into a formula A'(x), in the first-order 
language of categories, which defines in Kp the class of all objects that 
generate cp. Thus if we let A(x) be the formula :-Iy(V(x, y) n A'(y)), 
then A(x) defines cp in Kp. 
Problem 1. (Due to A. Tarski) Can the set of theories that are generated 
by a single equation be characterized, lattice-theoretically, within a 
lattice 25 0 ? Is this set, or perhaps the larger set of cempact (finitely 
generated) theories, definable in 25p by a first-order formula? 
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Problem 2. Characterize, referring only to the syntactical form of an 
equatiin, those equations whose generated theory is a join-indecompos- 
able member of ~p. (See Definition 2.2 and Corollary 2.4.) 
Problem 3. Does the lattice ~p possess any automorphism besides the 
obvious "syntactically defined" transformations of the kind discuss,~d 
in Remark 8.6? 
Conjecture I. Each subset of ~Sp which is the orbit under automorphisms 
of a compact heory, is first-order definable. 
Conjecture I1. A necessary and sufficient condition for "~he lattices of 
theories correlated with two :aonempty types p0 and pl to be elementarily 
equivalent, is that the relational structures <A °, R ° (n ~ ~)) and 
(A 1, R1 n (n ~ w)) be second order equivalent - where, for k = 0 or 1, we 
putA k = O(p k) and Rnk = On(P~). 
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